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Madonna di Grottole, an Heritage to Cultivate 
neolithicneolithic caves; an augustinian monastery transformed 
into a farm in the 16th century; a small rock church; the 
remains of an ancient olive plantation between an 
impervious Mediterranean vegetation and the geometric 
rigor of modern almond groves. The history that traces 
the soil; the light of a sun that makes the intense blue of 
the sea vibrate, the red and arid land, the silver leaves 
ofof monumental olive trees, changing architectures of the 
landscape at the foot of Itria Valley.
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path system
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vegetational system
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The cycle-pedestrian path allows the viewing of the 
caves, walking between a spontaneous vegetation and 
geometrical plantings. The definition of external spaces 
as courts and terraces, typical apulian architectonical 
elements. The vegetational arrangement between free 
nature and crops.



Madonna di Grottole, Design an Archaeological Park
a park where are perceptible the layers of time, the 
memory of places and the connections between nature 
and architecture, both as architecture mark and as soil 
cultivation; where the visitor is part of a network between 
archaeological evidence and knowledge of tradition.
ThereThere is a neighborhood, not just countryside, but above 
all fragrances, colors and flavors. 


